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ABSTRACT

In January 1972, 3,320 faculty members and
administrators at 12 urban multicampus community college districts
were asked to indicate their perceptions of the distributions of
decision-making authority and influence among siyrganizational
levels (the board of trustees, the 'district admin stration, the unit
administratio7., deans, department chairmen, and faculty members) with
regard to five broad organizational functions (professional personnel
management, studen± personnel m'Anagement, budgetary management,
program development, and community services management). Respondents
were also asked to indicate their perceptions of organizational
effectiveness. A-response rate of 60 percent was obtained.
".'onclu'Sions indicate that: (1) these 12 institutions are not highly
centralgea and they differ primarily in the patterns of
centralization/decentralization within their units rather than
het4een units and the district office; (2) neither a highly
centralized nor a highly decentralized distribution of authority is a
primary deter-minant of effectiveness;' and (3) there is a great
increase in effectiveness if participation in decisian-making is
simultaneously increased for staff members at all hierarchical
levels Appe2dices include characteristics of the 12 institutios
s±::udikd and graphs illustrating the patterns of organization,
(DC)
autho.iity, and effectiveness discovered
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BETWEEN CLNTRALfZATION/DECENTRA4ZATION AND
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS IN URBAN MULTIUNIT
COMMUNITY COLLOGE SYSTEMS
Decision-Making in Multiunit Community College Systems
Dpcussions 'among administrators of multiple site community cone e

4

i
systems often concern the question of how best to organize these 1.nstutions.

The goal sought stresses maximum utilization of size and resources of the
whOle system while it simultaneously strives to provide each of the multiple
.

units enough autonomy so that they can realize the advantages of a smaller,
3

single-unitrcollege.

A

A great deal of divergent opinion has been f4used upon the merits of
"centralization" versus "decentralizati-on;" these terms being used to con-

ceptualize differences in allocation of control and auth'ctrity over decisions
made within multiunit college systems..

Most often, centralization is pre \

sumed to be characterized by a greater amount of decision-making at

the

district level. decentralization is presumed to entail more decision=making
within the se01arate units.. In addition, units themselves can vary in the

extent to which decisions are generally made by their chief administrators
as contrasted with deans, department chairmen, or faculty members.

In this

`sense, individual units of multiunit systems might themselves be more or less
centralized or decentralized.

Centralized/decentralized decision-making be-

tween the district office and component units is considered as "system-wide";
centralized/decentralized decision-making between unit chief administrators
and other administrative and faculty levels within individual units is called
4

"intra-unit."

Advocates of centralized multiunit administration generally stress

greater

economy, uniformity of decisions, and responsive service supposedly attainable
through centralized management.

cause centralization

The additional economy is to belbobtajned be-

expected to require fewer administrators, avoid dup11-

cation of facilitie:, and equipment, and improve coordination of program planring.
Uniformity of decisions is sought 'With regard to admp,sions standards, program

requirement: academic standards, and maintenance.

KesponsivOness is believed

to result because a strong district, administration ran more readily

-2.

perceive overall needs and immediaLely authorizelaction without having to
convince otjier org;Hnizational levels,

Decentralization.is said to enhance flexibiljity, curtail bureaucracy,

provide a more creative'work environment, and im rove the responsiveness of
units to local needs.

Flexibility and responsiveness are both supposed to

be attained by auttiorizing administrators in each unit to respond to the

particular needs of their immediate staff and surrounding community.

Thus

decentralization is expected to facilitate decision-making by persona whoc
because of their proximity to the situation, are more sensitive to changing
local conditions.

Proponents of decentralization also believe that in a

democratic society more widespread participation in decision-making will
provide a more efficient andcreatriie work environment for 6he total staff.

Focus of the Study
In January, 1972, a study was conducted through the Cehter_for the study
of Higher Educ-ation, University of:Michigan, which examined several aspects
of these complex questions concerning multiunit community colleges. , The study
was an effort to clarify soMe.of the issues invohted and to suggest, guidelines based upon a careful, though admittedly preliminary, exaulinatdon of a
sample of multiple site institutions.
Patterns'of centralization /decentralization were iti6litUred, identified,

and analyzed.

e'The aim was to exa ?ne relationships among these patterns-and

to draw from theM information about what actually was taking place and suggestions about how improvements might

e attained.

The strategy waa to i7ovide

'information to guide selective adj ustment of patterns of influence and authot=
ity, among various organizational levels so that effectiveness of the multiunit

community college system might be increased.

This study did not preSume't9

recommend. adoption of either a highly centralized or a. highly dacentralized

administrative posture either by an indblidual community college syst0h or
by multiunit community colleges in general.

Specifics abouttile study are

described in AppendXA.
Measurement of central*Zation/decent.ralizatL

.

lhe telarie centralization cat multilAt systems wa!, measured in terms

of the distribution of influence and authority among six,urgAnirational levels:

4

1) the board of 6tustee's, 2) the district administration, 3) the unit
administration, 4) deans, 5) department chairricen, and 6) faculty member!-:

The distribution of influence and'auth rilry was measured' with regard to
decision-making at;sociated with each of sixteen activities. common to most
community cOlteges 'Selected so as to be'generally representative of, five

broad organizational functiOn areas:

1) professional personnel management

2)-student personnel management, 3)'budgetary'management,t4) program develop-

ment, and 5) community,service management. ,These activities were grouped
into four empirically derived activity clusters which are illustrated in
Table 1.

1

A more extensive discussion of'this clustering process.a'ppea.is fni.

Appendix B.

TABLE '1

EMPIRICALLY DERIVED ACTIVITY CLIISTiRS

Descriptive Cluster'
Identification

Activities Included

Faculty-Oriented Activities

1.

2.

4.

Recruit nt of,new faculty members'
'Assignmen of facuity'to units
y for promoEvaluatio of fac
.

,

ttpn, tenure, o

Department-Oriented Activities

'T.

10.

erit increases

Formulation of teaching loads and
schedules
Determination of policies to vii,ern
admission to specifil certificate
programs
Deletion:'of courses/prograMs
Initiation of new transfer-programs
'

13.

i
Urat-Oriented Activities

'15.

12.
14.
16.

System-Oriented Activities

Preparation of the academic request
budget
Initiation of new community service
programs
Initiation of new occupational
programs

3.

Transfer of funds from one academic
program to another

6.

Development of criteria for adrikission of students

8.

Coordination of effort; to proote
the college with the (umpmnity

9.

Alteratihn of priorities I.JirhIn

operating budget categories

ti

The pattern of centralization/docentrlization within a multiunit
system was characterized, then, by the distribution among six organizational

levels of influence and authority over decision-making absociated with sixteen representative 'activities.

7

Specifically, three facets of centralization/

decentralization were measured for each activity:

1) control distribution- -

the average amoujit of influence exercised by members at each organizational
.

level,

2) control level--the extent of influence exercised by all members
1

throughout the system,

and 3) authority location--the organizational level

which generally holds authority to make binding decisions regarding a particular kind of activity.

For, the most part;'these three facets of centralization/

decentralization were measured for the entire system.

Some additional con-

sideration was giyen to the same facets of centralization/decentralization
within units.

Measurement of effectiveness

Measurement of organizational effectiveness necessarily involved application of value judgments-Co the problem of defining what constitutes effectiveness.

The traditional strategy has been to measure the effectiveness

of an organization by the degree to which it realizes its goals.

In'an effort

tomove away from complete dependence upon goal-measurement, the present, study
laeasured effectiveness interms of 1) responsiveness--the flexibi:ity with
W hich the community college system responds to expressed needs and pressures
from its students, facult

members, and,from various agencies within its

s urrounding community, and 2) efficiency--the extent to which the institution
.

possesses attributes conducive to effectiv e operation regardless of the par-

4-

ticular goals sought:

a high degree of social integration among members at

different levels; a positive social climate characteiized

by prevailing attitudes

1

4

Administrators in both industrial and educational enterprises have historically regarded retention of control by upper echelons its an essential'prerequisite, to successful management of multiunit institutions. Yet a large
body of te,,earh Indicate-; that simultaneous increases in control exercised
by more than one level are not only possible but desirable. The ba,,ic premise
is that both the di-;tr)butiop of control among variplis 'organization)41 levels,
and the total Amount of kontrol exercised by all members of an org4nizetion.
Consequently. the averci;am amount or control
dre independently variable.
exercised by all members can'he separdrely measured, and mdy have An indepenEH
dent and porenrIalli iwo,pit,int effect upon 'organlzat,iondi ,ettecri%eness.
centraiLzationideaent-ralization
parrerns
the-present srudy this facet 'of
identitied as the "cpurrol level" of an otionizartiln, and Wr, measnted it
addition to nntrol di,tkihution and dutbor,r) luodtiun.
t
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of tri4, commitment to district goals, teamwork, and interaction among
members; and a high degree of capability to accomplish organizational.
act vities.

Patterns of Centralization/Decentralization
shows

Contrafy fo,the prevailing c$nventional expectations, the evident

that these multiunit, community college systems were not highly centrhlized in

the sense of district versus unit control.

Those activities oriented prima-

rily to the entire system (see^Table 1) here controlled by unit\rhither than
by district adminjstrators.

Further, a great deal of influence and authority

was exercised over most activities by the various administratie levels within
the component, units.

For the most part, the greatest amount of influence upon

activities oriented primarily to a given organizational level was exercised by
r

the next higher level.

Consequently the faculty emerged as far less influential

upon decision-making than other professional members of these organizations.
.The twelve institutions differed primarily inthe patterns of centralization/

decentralization within their units rather than between unfits and district
Differences among systems were greatest for control and authority over.

office.

faculty-otiented activities.

In general, the location of authority tendedsco

be somewhat higher for all activities than the location of greatest influence.

These findings are analyzed in greater detail in Appendig"B.
From an administrative point of view, a sufficient amount of control and
authority seemed to be lodged within the units to ensure their ability to respond
to internal needs and pressures perceived by those involved in the local situation.

Closer examination, however, indicated that those most directly charged

with the actual ,instructional process--faculty members, and in some cases de-

partment chairmen--didnot exercise a very great amount

of influence/upon

decision-making associated with any of the sets of activities, including those
concerned primarily with instruction of students.
Patterns of Effectiveness

Staff members in the twelve institutions generally reported that their
institutions were quite responsive to the expressed needs of students and faculty
members.

On the other hand, many reported less than adequate mechanisms for

receiving dnd processing timely infaxmation about changing needs.- Over half

t

/

-6--

of the partic'ipant', in the study reported that methods and polie,C-, for

`a

assessing the quality, of instruction were unsatisfactory.

-.A. surprising number of staff members at all levels reported a very low
levVel

Most respondents--repotted

of trust withiN their community college.

that fiaculty members and administrators within the units were generally re-

sponsive to changing needs, and receptive to new information.

On the °the?'

hand, more than one-fourth of the participants regarded their district administrators and teustees'as unresponsive,' and generally inaccessible to members at
lower hierarchicalqevels. -Differences were found among individual institutions;

these are described in greater detail (without identification of individlial
systems) in Appendix C.

Relationships Between Patterns of Centralization/
Decentralization and Patterns of Effectiveness

The most conclusive findings

OrganiAtional effectiveness is enhanced by achieving a carefully formulated balance among various patterns of centralization/decentralization rather
than by adhering to either extreme.

Institution which rank high on all,

measures of effectiveness tend to have certain patterns of centralization/
decentralization in common.

None orthe."most effective" institutions ranked as either the most highly
2

centralized or most hdghly decentralized.

This relationship entailed whether

centralization/decentralization was measured system -wide or within the component
units.

Findings showed that the most advantageous pattern of centralization/

decentralization varies for sets of activities which generally affected differ-

ent dimensions of the organization--the faculty, departments, units, or the
entire system.

The most effective institutions had relatively large .amounts of colkrol
concentrated at the level most affected, or at the next higher'level
faculty-oriented and department-oriented activities.

for

On the other hand, the

greatest concentration of influence upon unit-orientedand system - oriented

activities wa A the unit administration level.
tions was generally located at least on
gr.eatest influence.

Authority in,the,,e institu-

level higher than the loation of.

Although a mbderate degree of decentralization of authority

Appendix C, Figurt, 22.shows institutional' means of du oiRanizational effectiveness iidex, the average' of the tour responliyeness indices and the three eio
ticiency indices.

e
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over most activities

found to be advantageous to thU unit adminl,,tration,

it appear, equally important that'aulhority over activities which have broad
impact throughout the system neu:etained at the district administration level.
,

It-is generally agreed that persons who are experiencing a situation

tend

to differ in their perceptions of it and that these perceptions may differ

Nonetheless, people's views of events within a multiunit com-

(tom reality.

munity collegL system are likely to influence other events, including some

which are:refl.ected in the effectivehess of the organization.

An important

0
determinant of organizational effectiveness is the extent to which faculty

members and administrators at various levels perceive a well-defined control
and authority structure.

When members at various levels agree more fully on

4°.

the amount of control each organizational level exercises, and on the location

of authority,\the institution operates more effectivly.. ;11 other words', the
.more effective institutions tended to be those in which various members as well

as each administrative unit had a clear understanding of the authority and
responsibilities of the others.

A well-defined and generally accepted control

and authority structure is conducive to greater ,organizational effectiveness

even if members do not generally agree that the structure is ideal.

The most conclusive finding was.that organizational effectiveness-is enhancee when all staff members in either an entire system or a single unit
%exe..rc4,e, on the average, a greater amount of control over iecisionlmaking.

The

implication is that thete is a great deal of advantage in4simultaneously
increasing the participation in decision-making by staff members at allthier+

archical levels.

This 'finding helps explain why neither a highly ceptcalized

nor a 11101,1y, decentralized distribution of influence, or authority is a primary

determinant of effectiveness.

The most important determiner of effectiveness

is not who has power 1A relation to whom, but rather how much influence every.

one in the organization feels he has.
The level of,control in an organization can vary 'independently from the
z.--

wq in which it is distributed limong various orpanizational levels.
3

Further,,

o.

lh

1.

since .the total-amount of control in an organization can be increased, the.

' influence exercised by lower and upper echelon members can be increased t,Imulf,,,neously

More scif'ically, administrators can increase or8avizafional
,

effe1-tivPne
g-,

by r?1,1ilni/ing the anhunit, of control eaill orp:anizationdl level

rrIses .over a net of act.lvtifes *lough applicarion of participatIve mand;,,e-,

merot technOlue.

Admintstrators of these instii.uilt)ns would be well- advised to

.9

-8invesLigaec men., whereby they can effect an increase in the congeal .evel
1

.14111Yh members at a,l1 organizational levels perceive.

A g eat deal of organizdtionaf research x6d writing has beOn directed
. toward till apprenp association between the extent of partiCipative manage-

ment (as inditated 17 the average level of control within the organization)

c and organiza:tional/Performance.
3

techniques is Rensis Likert.

One prominent advocate of these management
Likert recognizes the difficulty of bringing

about rapid 4anges within a complex organization, but nonetheless suggests
several procedures whereby increased participation can be-attained:

1) in-

creased use of group decision - making and group methods of supervision and

evaluation at all levels; 2) group'participption in goal setting, both for
the entire organization and for its component units; and 3) increased stress
upon the use of supportive,persotial and professional relationships between

members of higher and lower organizational levels, particularly those which
are more widely separated.

Most members of the organizations studied in this

research .Project were less than satisfied with the extent of their involve-,

ment innoint administrative /faculty decision-making, with the quality and
amount of upward and downward communication, and with Hie degree of openness

they experienced when seeking to present new ideas to members at higher ad.

ministrative levels.

From all indications, these institutions can profit from

careful examination of opportunities for increased patticipation in decision
making:

The initial effort to increase effectiveness should be directed toward
providing shared leadersh p,owith regard to those activities which have their

greatest impact upon thefsystem as a whole.

Although it was found essential

tilt: the greatest amount of influence beexercised by unit administrators,

it is equally apparent that effectiveness will be,increased if other levels
are given increased influence.as well.

Even faculty members are more

concerned that all levels share a greater amontit of influence upon system \,

oriented activities than that the faculty be given a greater amount
to the 'other levels.

relative

Among the four sets of activities, faculty-. department-,

unit7, and .,,stem- oriented, members at. all levels were generally most concerned

that the Averd.;e level 01 control over system-oriented tit tiVitiCS be
ti
ee. kens t5

1 ikerl .

Tile Hnwan. 01881111d( Ion:

Lrs Mandgemeut .+n,1 Value

M4(,tew-Hi11 Book ompAll, 1060, pp.'1"/-112.

rc

iucredz..ed.
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By far the stronge,,t rulationshiR was found between control level over sylemoriente() activities and the effectiveness of organizational performance.
findings about efficiency
Of the three aspects of centralization / decentralization measured (control

distribution, oontrol level,and location of aut

ity), the most important

determinants of organizational efficiency were the average level of control
throughout tlie organization over system-oriented and faculty-oriented activi)

ties.

.

In each case, a higher level of control was 7ssociated,with greater

organizational efficiency:

A particularly strong relationship was found between

4

the average level of control over system-oriented activities and the extent to
which rrimbe.c.s report that their community college district is a good place in

On the other hand, the social climate within

which to hold their on position.

the individu'al units was most affected by the level of control within units for
epartment-oriented and unit - oriented activities.

0

4

Efficiency is maximized when the distribution of( influence over all four

sets of activities is moderately decentralized, with the greatest concentration
somewhere within the units,

However, the optimum' location of authority is at

least one level above that which is most affected by each set

of activities.

Location of authority at a lower level was shown to be strongly dysfunctional.

The location of authority and the distribution of influence need to be clearly
differentiated.

The ideal pattern appears to entail greater decentralizatidn

of influence than authority, together with a generally higher average level of
control throughout th0 entire system.
Specific findings about respb nsiveness

,Among the facets of centralization/deoentralizatiOn measured, those most

likely to affect the responsivenss of an institution to pressure from external
constituencies are the distribution of influence upon faculty and departmentoriented activities, and the system-wide level of control over unit-oriented
activities.

Similarly,the distribution of influence upon department-oriented

activities is most likely to affect responsiveness to 4ternal pressure from
stpdents and faculty memberrs.

Responsiveness also was greater in institutions

witIA 1) a hiv,her level of control- within units, 2) a

decentralized

distribution of control be,twen unit administration and othet

levels within the

units. 0 d hi?Ther system -wide level of control over all activities, and

jo(dtioo of cortholity over faculty-oriented activitiei at d reldtively lnwei

organizational level
e

-10Greater re'Tonhive (u.,, CO external
incieure 'Upon

level of

t.14e

needs', dhide. from tftose expres in

inst tution, GIN's found in organizations whi.h had a higher

'system-wide control 'for department, unit, and syst m-Oriented activ---...

ties, together with a somewhat decentr6lized location of authority over system
Greater responsiveness to internal needs was relaCed to a highly

activities.

decentralized system-wide control distribution for unit and system activities;
,

a higher system-wide level of control for all activities, and a higher level
of control within units for faculty-oriented activities.
Conclusion
PattlIrns of centralization/decentralization in the twelve mu'ltiuni't systems

studied showed that none of these institutions are highly4centralized with
regard to comparison be(ween district office -5-nd-Compalient units.

In general,

the greatest concentration of influence for most activities was at'one'or more

organizational levels within he units.

The district office appeared to be

mole concerned with coordinating than controlling the \frariou$ units in these
In this respect, all twelve multiunit systems are comprised of a
systems.
loosely federated cluster of semi-autonomous units.

The real issue concerning

centralized/decentralized patterns af decision-making mayofecus less on the
relationship between the district office and the units and more on that which

exsts among organizational levels within units.
Tere
is strong evidence that patterns of control and authority ovetA somen
F
activit4es are best more centralized, and over others/are best more decentrariled.,
Faculty members and administrators generally aged, for example, that while a

more centralized decision7making 'structure for system-oriented activities has
perfectly logical, control over faculty-oriented activities.should be more de,

Centralized.

The traditional question of *centrdlizat-ion versus decentralizatihp

is appavently%best replaced by,more careful consideration of the op4;imal patterns
of control and ,authority over different sets of activities. Effectiveness is
most likely to be maximized by efforts to simultaneously increase the amount of
control exercised b more thdn one organi.:ationnl

level.

Techniques of vrti(

pative management are introduced as one means of directing this kind of change
effort.

This rCsearch has dem6itrate4 the complexity of relaLionhips among
pattern, of ,onrrol, aurhorit\, dfJ errect4iven.,s.,

in

u1.1,cin mOtionit comIrkiniti

underscore Che tallavol sPeking to etAlihh parrerns which
represent one extreme or. The ot14-r.

II

Although the researchers are interested in the practical administrative
that
problems encountered in these complex institutions, they are fully aware
findliAgsto date are of greater theoretical than praetical interest.

Thi,,

relationreport is intended to serve primarily as a status report of apparent
ships, rather than as an attempt to provide prescriptive solutions.' Perhaps

of the
the greatest success of the study thus far has been in clarifying some
of
questions which must be asked in order to achieve greater understanding

administrative structure in multiunit community college systems.
In thl=, moantine

rhp most conclusive finding from this research is that

efforts to improVe the organilatidonal effectiveness of multiunit community
college systems can productivery be concentrated upon development and imple-

mentation of strategies for increasing the extent to which staff members at
activities
all levels participate in shaping the organization and directing its
the
Results to date"indicate that this kind of management posture will optimize

efficiency of multiunit community college systems.

'April 29, 1974.

John A. Jenkins
Joseph G. Rossmeier

Characteristics About the Sample of Multiunit
Community College Systems and the Respondents

The population of thirty medium-sized
urban multiunit community colleges
The thirty medium-sized urban multiunit community colleges in the
United Stares enrolled in 1971-1972 ,nearly a half million students, or

approximately twenty percent of all students attending community colleges.
These thirty systems contained eighty units or campuses.

Over sixteen

percent of all faculty members teaching in community colleges in 1971-1972
were associated 'with one of these thirty multiunit systems.

These repre-

. sentative figures indicate the extent of'Impact which these multiunit
>

community colleges have upon the overall communitypcollege movement in

the

United States.

The twelve multiunit systems studied
The study dealt with a nationally representative sample of twelve urban
multiunit community, college systems (See Table 2).

Within the twelve partici-

pating institutions, information was requested from 3,320 faculty members,
department chairmen, deans, unit administrators, and district administrators.
The findings presented were based upon,perceptual data from questionnaires
returned by approximately sixty peace

of the faculty members and adminis-

trators and by data obtained from published documents.
T4BLE 2

THE TWELVE MULT UNIT COMMUNITY COLLEGE SYSTEMS

Coast Community College District
Costa Mesa, California

V

Cuyahoga Community College District
Cleveland, Ohio
Macomb County Cmmunitv Colle'Ae Distl'et
WArren, Michigan

MAr!cwa Couniv GommuvIly Collegv Disttict
Phoenix,

Arizona

14:

u-
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continued....

TABLE 2.

Metropolitan Community College District
Kansas City, Missouri
ko4tgomery College
RoCtville, Maryland
Peralta ,Community College District
Oakland, California

San'Diego Community College District
California
San Diego,
Seattle ComniUnity College District
Seattle, Washington
,

State Center Community College District
Fresno, California
.

.

TartAnt County Junior College District
Fort Worth, Texas
Washington State Community College District Five
Everett, Washington

4

The twelve multiunit community colleges iicluded in this study operated
thirty-five selmrate campus or college units in 1971-1972.
1972 the average system had increased by 2.9 units.

Between 1969 and

During this same period

headcount enrollment had increased by An average of 33.6 percent.

'Increases

in enrollment .within single institutions ranged from 2.3 to 59.6 percent.
,In October, 1971, these twelve institutions enrollecl slightly more than 40

pecCalll of all N11-and part-time students attending medium-sized multiunit community Lolleges.

These system,' employed 44.1 percent of all part-

tim irrd full-time ficultv members and 40.6 percent of all full-time' admini,trators (.o.Soci.oted withthepopulation of thirty multiunit community college,;.
,

Over 90 percent of the administrator and faculty respondents indicated

rhdr rhet r erhoic hackc;r,mnd waS kh ite;tyaiueb ranged ttom 83.2 percent- to 9,.1

percent amonx the. insrituton.

In only one ul,-,tttution was t-lItA1,4mhex of

hldck respondents over 10 percent; t-fie a,/erage was 3.8 percent.

female ratio

of

The maix-

respond,vrs wa; almont perfectly constant rot: all Twelve-

1rz

i

1

institutions--approximatqly three times as many males as females.
,.

Over 50 percen.rof tfie respondeots had been affiliated with their

Nearly 60 percent had been in their

institution for less tha

six years.

present position for les

than five years.

The largest percentage of faculty

'members (31.3) had come Ito their present positions from elementary or secondary
school positions.

The next larest percentages had been previously employed

in business pr industry /

or enrolled as full-time students (16.5).

(19".6)

.

Almost none had pkeviouhly Ltught in two- UL fooc-yeac CullEge6 or oni%iersities.

An overwhelming majori y (17.3 percent) of faculty members
master's degree; 11

peiicent

reported having the

reported having a doctorate or professional degree.

Almost three times as many respondents reported living.within the district
of their community college as opposed to living elsewhere.
et

In three of the

he respondents lived within the district

twelve institutions over 85 percent of

c

'dh

,

i
1

1

1.

0

if

1

APPENDIX B

Patterns of Centralization/Decentralization
Among the Twelve Multiunit Systems

Distribution-of control
The evidence indicates that unit administrators in all twelve systems

exercise a great deal more influence upon ongoing decision-making and hold
While

a greater amount of authority than do the district administrators.

there were differences from one community college'system to another, the
more pronounced differences were found within the component units
rather than between central district and unit administrations.

(campuses)

In compari-

son with the various administrative levels, faculty members were found to
'

have little influence iniliny of the systems.

Within each community college system the influence exercised by various
It

organizational levels was/Compared separately for different activities.

was'discovered that in all the institutions similar groupings of activities
could be identified for which the distribution of influence was similar.

Activities with similar patterns of influence did not necessarily originate
fromthe same function area (e.g., budgetary management, professional personnel
management).

Instead, the sets of activities tended to he those which

generally were of greatest concern to one particular dimens,ion of the commiriity
For

college-1,the faculty, the departments, the units, or the entire system.

convenience in referring to these sets of activities which have similar
patterns of influence, each is.characterized by a descriptive
indicates its principal orientation:

1) faculty - oriented activities, .) apart-

ment- oriented activities, 3) unit-oriented activities, and
activities.

title whic'l

These sets are summarized in Table 1.

System-criented
dil-p1.1..; of

sets of influence Patterns are presented below 11

Figurer 5-12 illustrate for each i;istitution the contYoi Ostrlhution tor
each activity set.

The 103ill control distribution acros,

for each acriit\ set

la also, gi\en.

Not 1:nexpecred1._ t6le. tru--rees were found to eerk Ise A

amount of lnfluenc'e upo'l rngoing declsion-maKlig .n

tors and faculty memberq.

relt'%.tLIJ s

u,r7

More surprisiin: WAS ttle rAct r-b;t ditrt,r

I

^.5t:a-

'a

.

f a ( u l t y -or ented act i v I t les

Act tvit y control prof! les for

0
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Figure .'.
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trators were found to exercise generally less control than either chief
unit administrators or their deans.

Viewed from the perspective of

district administrators in each system, these twelve community college
systems might all be regarded as generally "decentralized," since the
greater amount of influence comes from within the component units.

From

the standpoint of faculty members, and in most instances that of the depart-

ment chairmen as well, control would be regarded as "centralized."

These

differeates confirm thci f-11 --y of charactcriifng d multiunit system as

"centralized" or "decentralized" without taking into account the'relative
influence exercised by all administrative levels involved in the operation
of the college.
Further differences were found in the pattern of centralization/decentralization associated with faculty, department, unit, and system-oriented
activities.

Consistently in all twelve systems, the greatest amount.of

control was found at lower administrative levels for faculty-oriented activities,

and at progressively higher levels for each of the other sets of

activities.

The greatest amount of difference among the twelve systems was

found in the distribution of influence for faculty-oriented activities.

Only

for system-oriented activities did any of the institutions show a highly

centralized posture with regard to system-wide centralization/decentralization;
in five systems the greatest amount of control over these activities was
located at the district administration level.

Conversely, a number of institu-

tions were characterized by highly 'centralized internal relationships within

their component units.

As will be explained below, the relative centralization/

decentralization within units was shown to have a more pervasive effect upon the
effectiveness of the entire system than the balance of control between central
administration and units.

Location of Authority
The location of authority for the four sets of activities- in each institu-

tion indicates that all talve systems studied were generally decentralized in
this regard.

in all institutions, the location of authority over Bach set of

activities was found well within the co7onen4 units, rather than at the district
administrariou level, d5 shown in,Ficr,ure 13.
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study
It should be observed,,of course,' that authority as defined in this
It is recognized
authority" pver ongoing activities:
indicated 1.'operltiQual

legal
that formal, legal authority in a multiunit community college is a
right of the trustees, vested in them by an external governmental agency.
A

effective, and
On the other hand, "operational authority" is informal, though
by the trustees through the district chief administrator to
can be dis4urs-ed

other organizational levels.
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Faculty -Otionted Activities
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h . A .

Mean location of authority for each activity cluster
across all twelve institutions.

=

Deparrinent-OrLented Acri v rt'irs

U.A. = Unit-Orleimed Acttvvties
S.A. = Sy.:A!'rm-Oriented Activities

r

-Members of these multiunit community college systems tend to identify
location of authority
a single organ izatioAal lek;e1 at which they view the
It seems from the
as appropriate for each of the,four sets of activities.
available evidence that effectiveness is enhanced =When authority over each

'

"appropriate" by
.set of activities is located at the level identified as
mpst members of a paricular'community college 'system.

Average Level of Control
4k great amount of variation was found among the various multiunit systems

with regard to the average lever' of control measured across the entire system- units.
as displayed in Figure 14--as well as that measured within the component
When institutions were placed in rank order with regard td their system-wide

4

control levels, it became clear that a high degree of system-wide "decentralizdOn the
tion" was likely to be associated with a lower average level of control.
in systems
other hand, a.higher-control level within units was generally found
of control
in which component units operate with a great deal of decentralization
44 authority betmiteen unit administration and .the deans, department chairmen, and
faculty.
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APPENDIX C

:Patterns of Effectiveness

Indicators of Efficiency
Work capability. ,WO'rk capabilit

1) performance of

was measured by

selected activities-and 47ne'rformalkce by various organizational levels.

Members were asked to rate their multiunit system'along a four-point scale
.

which ranged from "highly. unsatisfactory"-to"highly,satisfactory."

By

far the largest percentage of unsatisfactory comments for,covluct of an
activity was foT methods and policies for assessing the quality of

inilsITuc-

,

tion.

A total of 51.4 percent of tffe respondents reported that conduct of

this activity was either unsatisfactory or highly unsatisfactory.

,t

The greatest-

percentage of favorable responses (84.0 percent) was for attraction, selection,
and admission of students.

Relations between each unit and the immediately

surrounding, community were assessed favorably.by. 82.0 percdnt of those
responding.

The most unfavorable assecsment of an organ

ational level (28.6 percent)

was .for the district administration, followed closely,by the board of. trustees
(21.1 percent).

Only 14.0 percent deemed the.performance of the district
Figure 15 displays the institutional

administration "highly satisfactory."

means on work capability as measured in this study.
.".
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Social climate WdS the atmo.here of trust and positive

Social climate.

interaction among members.

Of the respondents, 22.9 percent reported a very

lqw 1evq1 of trust within their community college.

Institutional means of

thtis social climate index are illustratea'in Figure l6.

For the most part, members at all levelS reported

Social integration.
t.

that other organizational levels were at least moderately accessible to them.

Of those responding, 81.7 percent reported that levels other than the district
administration were generally accessible; 54.6 percent accorded similar
Conversely, the fact that 45.4 percent

rating to the district administration.

of the respondents in units regarded the district administration as moderately
or highly inaccessible may warrant attention by multiunit systems seeking to
improve the integration of members at all levels.

A comparison of institu-

tional means for the social integration index canbe made from the graphic
display in Figure 17.

Indicators of Responsiveness

Responsiveness in a multiunit community co4ege sy'stem is reflected in the
organizaLion's ability to respond readily to changing demands of a dynamic external environment and a diversified student population.

Responsivenesq is

.

.

also reflected in the ability to respond. to ongoing changing community and
student needs which are not necessarily. brought to the'attention of the community

collzge through pressure.

Institutional means of four responsiveness indices

(responsiveness to external presSures, responsiveness Co internal pressures,
ga

responsiveness to external needS' and responsiveness to internal needs) are

displayed in Figures 18-21.

In general, members of the colleges studieldeported that their institutions were quite responsive to the expressed needs of students and faculty

members; 62.3 percent provided fpvorable reports of responsiveness to students,
and 56.2 percent report favorably. the responsiveness to faculty members.

Yet

more than one fourth regarded both their district administrators and trustees
as somewhat or highly unresponsive To the needs of students.

Nearly one -filth

reported that their district administrators and trustees were equally unresponsive to needs of the surrounding community.

About 35 percent reported that

faculty memberb.and admini:,ttarors'withtu the units were generally responsive.
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Needs Index.
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Prc,o*refortcd by l'emhcrs
4

Members of theme (_ommunity colleges generally reported littIQ pressure
from other ,,chools,*either secondary or college level.

On the other hand,

a large majority perceived "a great deal" of incoming pressure from citizens,
the state government, and the federal government.

Over half the respondents reported substantial amounts of pressure from
students to change "important policies or practices" regarding racial balance

of the student body and admission of studeAtslacking traditional credentials.
The impact of these pressures was apparently limited.

Nearly two-thirds of

he

members reported that they had not changed their own attitude toward these
problems, and more than 60 percent reported that their work had been unaffected.
Response to Various So_.rces of Pessure
Differences were reported between responsiveness of :nese colleges to kcal
pressures and to sources a: tne state or national level.

Nearly cne-fiftn of

the =embers Indicated tnat their institution "rarely" responds :o pressure from
local sescondary schools.

Nearly half stated that their institution "almost

always' responds to pressure fromehe state level, and over 40 percent report
similar degrees of 7-esponsiveness to the federal go erament.

Apparently these

legally constituted agencies are seen as a very real source of pressure, more
likely to elicit a response than local schools, businesses, or citizens.

Differences between Faculty Members and Aministrators
members at the same organizational level, out located in different units
of the same .ulciunit system, were generally in agreement about the efficie:Icy
of the entire college.

On the other hand, faculty members were found to differ

substantially from administrators in their reportirof system-wide efficiency.
Faculty ratings were consistently less favorable, and particularly negative

with regard to tne social climate, openness of co=munication among levels, and
feelings of trust among member's.

If these aspects of organizational efficiency

are indeed as lacking as faculty members repolt, it seems unlikely Lhat Lo 71unication among the various organizational levels will be sdfficient1'. ac,t,-,:c or

extensive to convey the negative appraisal to members of the upper administrative hierarchy.
Re I a: ionsn I p herw,,e11 Crf-1C1e

:lib

dOd titiJpouiN. e;:eGC of the ',0,-4tem.

Without eA,eprion, (clunit% colloge ,%,te-, a^ish were found ro
ranking, on med,,ure,-; tit orgdnitAtionAl eft it lenky were also found to he nIghl?

rt-Toncive t-ri need, ot ,-tadeat,, fakulAy, and external
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A positive social climate and a high degree of integration among members at
various levels are highly conducive to responsiveness by.all organizational
levels;
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